Kali Linux Cookbook

In DetailIn this age, where online
information is at its most vulnerable,
knowing how to execute the same attacks
that hackers use to break into your system
or network helps you plug the loopholes
before its too late and can save you
countless hours and money. Kali Linux is a
Linux distribution designed for penetration
testing and security auditing. It is the
successor to BackTrack, the worlds most
popular
penetration
testing
distribution.Discover a variety of popular
tools of penetration testing, such as
information
gathering,
vulnerability
identification,
exploitation,
privilege
escalation,
and
covering
your
tracks.Packed with practical recipes, this
useful guide begins by covering the
installation of Kali Linux and setting up a
virtual environment to perform your tests.
You will then learn how to eavesdrop and
intercept traffic on wireless networks,
bypass intrusion detection systems, and
attack web applications, as well as
checking for open ports, performing data
forensics, and much more. The book
follows the logical approach of a
penetration test from start to finish with
many screenshots and illustrations that help
to explain each tool in detail. The Kali
Linux Cookbook will serve as an excellent
source of information for the security
professional and novice alike!ApproachA
practical, cookbook style with numerous
chapters and recipes explaining the
penetration testing. The cookbook-style
recipes allow you to go directly to your
topic of interest if you are an expert using
this book as a reference, or to follow topics
throughout a chapter to gain in-depth
knowledge if you are a beginner.Who this
book is forThis book is ideal for anyone
who wants to get up to speed with Kali
Linux. It would also be an ideal book to
use as a reference for seasoned penetration
testers.
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Kali Linux cookbook offers 70+ recipes that will help you master Kali Linux for effective penetration security testing.
Hone your penetrationPrices for kali linux cookbook. Kali Linux Cookbook R1015. Packt Publishing EBooks Account
R1280. Kali Linux Web Penetration R1020. PriceCheck theKali Linux 2017 Wireless Penetration Testing for Beginners
[Video] Book Cover. Kali Linux 2017 Wireless Penetration Testing for Beginners [Video]. $ 124.99. - Buy Kali Linux
Cookbook - book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Kali Linux Cookbook - book reviews & author
details and more atKali Linux Cookbook - Second Edition: Effective penetration testing solutions [Corey P. Schultz,
Bob Perciaccante] on . *FREE* shipping onKali Linux Cookbook has 34 ratings and 2 reviews. Wolf said: I have
recently discovered Kali Linux and have written several articles for industry magazi kali Cookbook Cookbook Version
Build Status. This cookbook installs and configures Kali linux on debian OS. Get the Kali Linux Wireless Penetration
Testing Cookbook at Microsoft Store and compare products with the latest customer reviews and ratingsEditorial
Reviews. About the Author. Corey P. Schultz is a technologist focusing on securityGitHub is where people build
software. More than 28 million people use GitHub to discover, fork, and contribute to over 85 million projects. Packed
with practical recipes, Kali Linux Cookbook begins by covering the installation of Kali Linux and setting up a virtual
environment toWhen you know what hackers know, youre better able to protect your online information. With this book
youll learn just what Kali Linux is capable of and get the Kali Linux is the preferred Linux distribution of pen-testers
and hackers alike. Armed with plenty of tools, Kali Linux gives you everything that
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